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"NTR - Netsuzou Trap" is a dramatic tale of romance, lust, and betrayal, as two young woman

explore their growing feelings for one another. With stunning artwork and a romantic storyline that

oozes with erotic tension, "NTR - Netsuzou Trap" is a highly-anticipated title among "yuri" manga

fans.Yuma and Hotaru have been friends since childhood. It is only natural that when Yuma is

nervous about her new boyfriend, she asks Hotaru along with her boyfriend for a double date. But

when Hotaru offers herself to Yuma as practice, both girls realize that they re more interested in

each other than they are in their own boyfriends.With boyfriends in the foreground but a secret,

passionate tryst in the background, will Yuma and Hotaru try to forget what happened between them

or have they fallen into a trap of true love and betrayal?"
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Kodama Naoko is a Japanese manga creator best known for NTR - Netsuzou Trap.

After the break up with her boyfriend, and being photoed by Hotaru's boyfriend, Yuma's life is

spiraling out of control. But she does not have long to think as their third year is starting and she is

in the same class as Takeda and Hotaru. But Hotaru, is acting even more strangely, avoiding her

and not even talking as much. Does she have a secret that even Yuma cannot understand, or will

things boil over and explode, exposing all the secrets that they are hiding?This is the beginning of

the end, as Yuma tries to figure out not only her future, but also her feelings. Also there are



reminders why we want Fujiwara to get his comeuppance. But however it ends, I will say I cannot

wait until February for the final issue (though I hope the anime covers it).

The third volume of NTR Netsuzou Trap is very good with twists and turns as Yuma tries to figure

out what motivates Hotaru and thinking about how her best friend is changing. Hotaru's grades are

slipping, she's dating a guy who's a first magnitude jerk and Yuma learns that Hotaru has a job, the

sort of which would not get parental approval. Yuma figures she's going to have to do what she's

done since they were young girls and find a way to protect Hotaru. The problem is that she's up

against more than playground bullies now. This volume captures the anguish of being the friend of

someone who is making terrible choices and not knowing what to do. I think there is good contrast

between Yuma, a good person but very uncertain how to deal with the issues in her life and Hotaru,

who fancies that she knows what she's doing but whose self-confidence blinds her to the dangers

she's walking into and the pain that she causes. It will be very interesting to see how all this works

out.
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